BEFORE THE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF
OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
FOR AN ORDER OF THE COMMISSION
AUTHORIZING APPLICANT TO MODIFY ITS
RATES, CHARGES, AND TARIFFS FOR RETAIL
ELECTRIC SERVICE IN OKLAHOMA

)
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CAUSE NO. PUD 201500273
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PUBLIC COMMENTS
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COURT CLERKS OFFICE OKC
CORPORATION COMMISSION
OF OKLAHOMA
-

11/07/20l4
Dear BOBBY LLOYD

Q

Thank you for completing 12 months on OG&E Electric Services' Guaranteed Flat Bill (GFB) Program.
We hope the program met its goal to provide you with a consistent bill each month by
avoiding those unpredictable spikes on your bill that often occur during summer and winter.
Because of your excellent participation, you are eligible to continue on the Guaranteed Flat
Bill program beginning with your next month's bill.
Your new GFB amount for the next 12 months is listed below. Please review the terms and
conditions enclosed with this letter. As with the past offer, your new GFB amount includes a
standard billing amount and a risk premium.
Account Number: 24279-2
Service Address: 24061 S 401 W AV BRISTOW OK 74010-3855
Your previous GFB monthly amount: $ 127.99*
Your new GFB monthly amount: $156.83*
To continue in the GFB program, no action is required on your part.
You will be billed at your new GFB amount beginning with your next month's bill. Should
you choose to withdraw from this program, sign the enclosed Guaranteed Flat Bill withdrawal form
and return it by 12/09/2014. You will be billed at your standard rate.
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If you have any questions, please call OG&E from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 1-800-842-3850.
Sincerely,
OG&E Customer Service Team

Q

P.S. Because GFB customers know exactly what their bill will be each month, they also like the
convenience of Auto Pay, which automatically deducts their electric bill payment from their checking
or savings account each month. Additional information about Auto Pay is available at www.oge.com
or by calling customer service at 1-800-842-3850 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

•-1

*
Please note: This offer does not include sales lax for your spec ific area, nor does it include security lights. WattsDog devices, heat pump,
geothermalfinancing or other services from OG&E. Sales lax and other services will show as additional items on your company's bill.
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Please remove me from OG&E's GFB program. I understand that I will return to the
appropriate standard billing rate. This form must be returned by 12/09/2014.
Customer Signature:
Account: 24279-2

Date:
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OG&E
P0 Box 268991
Oklahoma City OK 73126-9932
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OG&E GUARANTEED FLATBILL RATE

-

IMPORTANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

By choosing to participate in OG&E's Guaranteed FlatBill (GFB) rate plan, you agree to pay
the monthly GFB amount for electric service to the designated address shown on the reverse
side for the 12-month contract period, beginning with your next monthly electric service
bill.
Subject to other applicable laws and regulations, your participation in the GFB rate plan will
continue automatically until you withdraw or cease to be eligible for the plan (for example,
if your service is disconnected for non-payment). Before the end of each 12-month period, OG&E
will notify you of the new monthly GFB amount for the next 12-month period. At the end of each
12-month period, you may notify OG&E of your decision to withdraw from this plan, in which case
you will not be required to pay any additional amount in connection with the plan. Unless
notified otherwise, OG&E will continue to bill you on this plan, but at the new monthly
GFB amount.
If at any time before the end of the 12-month contract period, you cease receiving electric
service at the designated address (for example, you move from the address or the electric
service at this address is disconnected), or you otherwise withdraw or are withdrawn from the
GFB rate plan, you will be required to pay any additional charges. Specifically, if the amount
of electricity actually used results in a billing amount under the standard rate that is
greater than the amount for which you have been billed under this plan, you must pay the difference.
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You will not receive any refund or credits for amounts paid under the GFB rate plan (1) if the
amount of electricity actually used during the plan results in a billing amount under R- I or
GS-1 that is less than the amount for which you have been billed, or (2) for any power outages
or other unavailability of service for any reason whatsoever.
These GFB terms apply only for electric service to the designated address. Under no
circumstances can GFB terms determined on the basis of one address be transferred to
another address.
Your GFB amount is based on the actual electricity used for the designated address over
the past 12 months, as adjusted to reflect normal weather conditions and usage growth. The monthly
GFB amount also includes a charge to cover financial, weather, and other risks. The above
described adjustments and charges are subject to regulatory limitations, but may otherwise
be increased or decreased by OG&E for any new contract period.
OG&E periodically reviews routes by w hi ch custom ers' meters ar e read to ensure th ey are in
l ine with traffic patterns and efficiency goals. If your neighborhood is reviewed, the date on
which your meter is read may change. Should this happen, you may see an adjustment in your GFB
amount for the next billing period. This adjustment reflects only a change in the number of
days in this billing period and you will continue to receive your GFB monthly rate after this
adjusted billing.
OG&E offers the GFB plan pursuant to Standard Pricing Schedule R-GFB or GS-GFB, which is on
file with the Oklahoma Corporation Commission effective 12-29-2005. These rates
can also be viewed at oge.com .
If a customer's recorded usage includes a 3-month period in which actual usage exceeds
expected usage by at least 30%, the company may at its discretion, return the customer to the
standard tariff for the remaining months of the GFB contract.
Customers who participate in the GFB rate plan are not eligible for OG&E's wind power program.
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Oklahoma Corporation Commission
do Office of General Counsel
RE: OG&E Rate Case Comments

Dear Counsel,
I received a notice in my utility bill regarding a rate hike request for OG&E. As a customer of OG&E, I
can tell you that they are, in my opinion, a great company. They work diligently to make repairs and
keep consistent electric/energy to the population. With that said, if I am reading this bulletin right, they
propose to increase their rates mostly to residential and small business while the PL and LPL's get a
decrease or minimal rate change. I know that having friends in high places is beneficial to the recipient,
but I got to tell you that I only get an average 2% raise once every year, usually 2 years. Now I am going
to see an increase of app. $7.22 to my electric bill which means I am looking at an additional $86.64 per
year, maybe more.
I live in an all-electric household, I would love to convert to some gas but that cost is way out of my
reach. I just do not see where OG&E has not foreseen what they may expect in way of needs as they
have the engineers and work force to stay on top of the issues and have a very decent cash flow set
aside for any differences, expenses or changes that Oklahoma weather could throw at us.
I only see this rate hike as a way for the company to keep a fat nest egg and make the customer pay out
more so they can keep their bank account well fed. I just had to replace my septic system, I did not have
anyone to go to and say hey, give me more money for my infrastructure costs. Rather I had to dig into
my own monies at a tune of $7000 and get it replaced myself. I think they too should have to use their
own money for the vague reasoning they are giving us, "increased business cost"?? "Electric
infrastructure investments"?? Do they not already have an electric infrastructure? If I had to run electric
to my home, guess who would pay for it????? ME!
I am sorry for the lengthy letter but I really believe that a fragile economy does not need to pay more for
something the company already has. Didn't give them a hike last time for the same reasoning? Or very
close to it and just as vague?? Help me, help the community and say no to any rate hike, please! Thank
you.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Shepard

Dear Customer:

The Oklahoma Corporation Commission
("Commission") is scheduled to begin
hearings on OG&E's request for a rate
increase at 10:00 a.m., May 3, 2016,
in Courtroom 301 on the third floor of
the Jim Thorpe Building, 2101 North
Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73105.
OG&E is seeking an annual increase
of approximately $92.5 million or 4.9
percent to recover increased business
costs and electric infrastructure
investments the Company has made
since 2012.
The increase, as proposed by OG&E,
would raise a residential customer's
bill by 6.6 percent when compared to
current rates. This equals about $7.22
per month on the average residential

The hearing will be held each business
day and continue until concluded. All
interested parties may appear at the
hearings to make public comments.
After the hearing, the Commission will
issue its final order and any rate changes
will become effective after the final
decision is issued.
For further information regarding the
Application, you may contact OG&E at

1-800-272-9741. In addition, you may
visit the Commission's website at

www.occeweb.com or send written
comments addressed as follows:
OG&E Rate Case Comments,
do Office of Genera! Counsel,

Oklahoma Corporation Commission,
P.O. Box 52000, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73152-2000.

customer bill. As proposed by OG&E,
General Service customers would
receive an average 12.6 percent rate
increase. For the industrial rate classes
the average increase would range
from 5.4 percent for Power and Light
customers (P1) to a decrease of 1.6
percent for Large Power and Light
customers (LPL).

0G/-E7

Mary Hernandez
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Howard Price
Tuesday, April, zui 1:TWAM
Mary Hernandez
[NEWSENDER] - Rate Increase - Message is from an unknown sender

I was surprised to find that rates depend on what kind of customer you are. Putting that aside, I was doubly
surprised about the rate decrease of Large Power and Light customers (LPL). I'm having hard times with my
money and I don't understand why I have to bear a higher burden than someone else. Are the improvements
slanted that much towards my class? I wish I could pass along improvements/costs to those that will probably
see little or no benefit.
Howard J. Price

1

Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

TueMWORM

Mary Hernandez
[NEWSENDER] - questions about OG&Es requested rate increase - Message is from an
unknown sender

Dear Ms. Hernandez,
Considering their near historic
I am very skeptical about OG&Es requested rate increase.
low costs for producing power for public utilities, why do they need an additional rate
increase to recoup "increased business costs"?
Natural gas is at a 20 year low, and they are also paying drastically reduced rates for their
transportation fuels. Isn't this enough, considering how many of their customers are dealing
with layoffs from the oil and gas industry downturn?
Please do not support their requested rate increase.
Thank you.
Tim Henke, Oklahoma City

1

Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Palmer
Friday, April 22, 2016 8:28 AM
PUD
OG&E Public Comment file

Jim Palmer
Consumer Education
Oklahoma Corporation Commission
Public Utility Division
405-521-4018

Original Message----From: ComplaintsAndOuestionsoccemail.com [mailto:ComplaintsAndOuestionsoccemail.com}
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:19 PM
To: CS Web Complaints
Subject: [NEWSENDER] - Public Utility Complaint Form - Message is from an unknown sender
Name: Crg Boyne
Address:
City:
State: 0 lahoma
Zip:
Phone:
email:
Organizaiuri
Organization Street:
Organization City: Sapulpa
Organization State: Oklahoma
Organization Zip:
Utility Name: OG&E
Account Number: 2015-00273
Date of Comment: 04-21-2016
Comment: I am writing in regards to OG&E's rate increase request. I reviewed their request
and am puzzled why, if this is truly about infrastructure why the common citizen should be
subsidizing large users of the utility companies as every individual and small business will
see their rates increase while the largest users will actually receive a decrease. I also
would like to know if any of the energy generated by OG&E is being sold out of state? If so
are these customers also getting a rate increase or are they the ones getting the rate
decrease on the backs of the hard working individuals of this state and the small business
man? I see yet additional rate increases from OG&E until they either convert to natural gas
or provide it as an alternative energy source for electricity.
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Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

-

April 27, 2016 9:18 AM
Mary Hernandez
[NEWSENDER] - Against proposed OG&E rate increase - Message is from an unknown
sender

Good day,
Please reject OG&E's request for a rate increase. In their flyer to consumers they state it would result in a 6.6% increase
for homeowners.
We already pay a substantial average of $233 per month for their service. That 6.6% increase would equate to a $15.30
per month increase for us. That's $183.60 per year!!
And, by the way, they are not the easiest company to deal with: We wanted to go on auto pay and they won't let you
select a convenient same date per month close to their oddball "variable" due dates each month. Their 'excuse' is that
they can't provide a set auto pay date due to variable service days in the month".
Why are other utilities, ONG, Cellular and Cable, Phone able to accommodate customers by permitting a convenient set
due date each month? It's not rocket science.
We have auto pay with several other utilities and all were happy to accommodate our request for specific dates.....either
related to pay periods, or social security payment dates.
We checked OG&E's 2015 annual profit - it was $271.3 million. And considering they already cut personnel costs after
installing smart meters, why would they need such a large rate increase?
In summary, please deny OG&E's rate increase request as we already pay more than enough.
Thank you very much,
Steve Grosvald
Tulsa

Steve Kuntz
-

JIFIM"

aw-com

Dear Oklahoma Corporation Commission.
I am writing to express my concern for the rate increase proposed by
OGE. As a senior citizen with limited income even a small increase
would- put a large-burden on the average senior citizen. Our incomes
continue to erode with the economy as we struggle with monthly
expenses. It puzzles us all why a rate increase is necessary? The cost
of fuel to produce electricity is historically low, yet we still get fuel
surcharges on our monthly bills. More free wind power that is heavily
subsidized is also used to make power that should REDUCE our
electric cost.
This rate increase is not necessary and will burden many low income
and retired people. Please vote NO increase.
,

Sincerely

jt

~i

—

Steve Kuntz 2

April 22, 2016

OG&E Rate Case Comments
do Office of General Counsel
Oklahoma Corporation Commission
P.O. Box 52000
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-2000
Dear Commission Members'
I am writing in regards to the requested OG&E rate hike. I was unable to get answers
from OG&E to the following questions:
How many rate increases have there been in the last nine years?
What was the percent of those rate increases?
What percent of salary increases have occurred in the last nine years?
What percent of increases have been given to stock holders during the last nine
years?
I am a retired teacher of thirty-four years. I have had zero percent increase in my
retirement in the last nine years. I have had no cost of living increase in medicare for the
last three years. Why OG&E receive this requested 12.6 % rate increase in addition to
others during this last nine years?
All government agencies within this state are experiencing huge funding percentage cuts.
OG&E should not have increases until their salaries and stockholder payments zero out
as have their customer's incomes.
Sincerely,

Janette Heitfeld

Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Bray
IM
Tuesday, Apr1
y.
Mary Hernandez
[NEWSENDER] - OG&E hearing - Message is from an unknown sender
.

.,

To Whom It May Concern:
I believe we should deny this rate increase. It is not the taxpayers responsibility to cover their business costs and
infrastructure investments. OG&E has not provided us with any better product or service so why should we shell out
more cash? They want an increase of 6.6% of our current bill, which is unrealistic and unfair.
Do NOT allow them to bully us into paying their debts.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Bray

Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eddie Tamplin
Monday, April 11, 2016 7:05 PM
Mary Hernandez
[NEWSENDER] - rate increase - Message is from an unknown sender

bear 0CC,
Please no more rate increases for this multimilion dollar co.
Every time you turn around, someone is wanting a rate increase.
What about the customers? we don't get rate increases or any other things, we
pay , pay, pay.
Most people in rural Ok. can't afford the rates they are paying now.
Please reconsider if you all decide to let 0G&E have an increase.
Sincerely,
Eddie Tamplin

1

Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sherri McDermol.
Wednesday, ApriI'T3
Mary Hernandez
Rate Hike: OG&E

I am not in favor of a rate hike at this time.
Too many people are out of work and suffering with the huge downturn in our state's economy.
Please consider the community.
Thank you.
Sherri W. McDermott

Mary Hernandez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matt Skinner
Thursday, April 14, 2016 1:55 PM
Mary Hernandez
public comment - PUD 201500059

Please add to public comment file - this was relayed by phone:
Susan Hayes

"As an OG&E shareholder and customer I oppose the company's plan to continue to use a coal-fire power plant by
adding scrubbers. I urge the Commission to tell the company to switch to cleaner-burning natural gas instead."

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:42 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

il rw
2

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 6:29 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject 0GandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Glenn Presl

1

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 6:33 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jim Stober

4

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 7:03 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Larry Parsons
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 8:19 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Arlene Chemers
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Andrew Gasper [Andy.gasper@yahoo.com ]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 8:26 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - please support choice! - Message is from an unknown sender

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
0G&Es proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&E's own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Andrew Gasper

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nathan Cross [ncross451gmaiI.com]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 8:34 PM
Dana Murphy
Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice!

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&E's proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&E's own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans' money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Nathan Cross
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreplyknowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 8:51 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennifer McCabe
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Axtell [mymaiInamesucks@netscape.net ]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:20 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice! - Message is from an unknown
sender

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&Es proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&Es own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Richard Axtell

2

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:22 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
'charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Frances Boevers

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:40 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Protect Oklahomans from having to pay higher electric bills by rejecting the plan by OGandE
to increase the mandatory fee that residential customers like me must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Thach
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:56 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Thomas Kovach
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:29 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Denise Neuzil
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:46 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kevin Readel
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phil Grove [phiIg4©cox.net]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:10 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice! - Message is from an unknown
sender

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&Es proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&Es own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans' money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Phil Grove

4

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Friday, April 22, 2016 12:07 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mickey White
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Friday, April 22, 2016 12:45 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chris Jones
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sheri Carr [shericarrok@gmait.com ]
Friday, April 22, 2016 2:14 AM
Dana Murphy
Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice!

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&Es proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&Es own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans' money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Sheri Carr
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Friday, April 22, 2016 3:46 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject 0GandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Fred Fahringer
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Friday, April 22, 2016 8:02 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathryfl Shackelford
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:23 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karen

Fleming
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Dana Murphy
KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:28 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Edward Thomas
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:39 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
rbara Bannon
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 10:44 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
The effort to charge more to customers who use solar energy is crazy and takes a step back
for Oklahoma while most other state are running forward! Why do they promote wind energy,
but not solar? Because they can charge for it! It is obvious OGandE is more interested in
profits than taking care of customers and the environment. Form letter below, but good
points that I support ......
OGandE wants to impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and
could lead to major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are
especially unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in
their bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Hart
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:05 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Connie Foster
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:13 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

mow
W H Vander Haar
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:18 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lindp Gill
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:26 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeff Brown
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:28 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

sip=
Carolyn Nordyke
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:33 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Pomeroy
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Dana Murphy
From:

Sent:
To:
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KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 11:52 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Heather Addison
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply @knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:01 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paula Hale
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:01 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Shanti Redwine
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:03 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

glop*
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:09 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Theresa Tiner
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:18 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Noreen Mohr
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From:
Sent:
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KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:31 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ashley Graupman
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:34 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Braselton
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:37 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark Webster
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:39 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please stop this greediness and or irresponsible lack of budgeting. OGandE needs to use
common sense and run their business by utilizing the golden rule. Also the old platitude "
walk a mile in my shoes before you raise my rates", ;) not quite like that but truly being on
fixed income this would cause us to choose between cooling and eating, $ 3.00 for a bag of
lettuce and so on, groceries and just everything is so high when you are receiving such a low
social security and no other income. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their-energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

slim;
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:42 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Barbara Fuller
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:45 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

fillwi-Linda Gibson
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:48 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karla Hinton
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 12:59 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

L
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 1:24 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jason Hook
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 1:46 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Haileigh Burr
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:03 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
Unlike cell phone or
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
internet service providers,, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Jackson
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [norepIyknowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:10 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Riter

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:31 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ron Merritt
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:35 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
TAKE NOTE ... I AGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING!!!
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Smith
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:38 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Denise Pilkington
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:40 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Trickey
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:56 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees.l keep mine
down so I can pay the bill, as I'm on a fixed income. Thanks - Message is from an unknown
sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Helen Matranga
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 2:58 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are con -Fusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
• Meredith Ward
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 3:00 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
William Sanders
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 3:15 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sue Rollins
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreplyknowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 3:24 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Betty Gower
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 3:45 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Donald Bowen
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 3:52 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Beth Park
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 3:56 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anthony Miller
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 4:31 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Cawthorne
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 4:31 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mi
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 4:44 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robin Patten
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Dana Murphy

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Michael Thompson [okcmike71gmail.com ]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 4:49 PM
Dana Murphy
Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice!

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&E's proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&E's own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Michael Thompson
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 4:49 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paula Wolf
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreplyknowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:04 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Listen!
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ruth Ann Mertens
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jules Dsouza [juleshd_786@cox.net]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:20 PM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice! - Message is from an unknown
sender

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&E's proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges. It is another attempt to stifle American citizens freedoms
to choose thier energy sources and save money while helping the environment by reducing
pollution.
Even OG&Es own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans' money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 201500273
Sincerely,
Jules Dsouza
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Dana Murphy

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Donna Johnson [donnaraejohnson@me.com]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:26 AM
Dana Murphy
Oklahoma ratepayers want energy choice!

Dear Vice Chairman Murphy,
OG&Es proposal in this docket is anti-solar and would saddle customers with unjustified
fixed charges and demand charges.
Even OG&Es own study shows there is no need to charge solar customers more. It says that
solar customers are paying more than their fair share. Also, the Attorney General of Oklahoma
and the 0CC staff have both advocated against demand charges.
Not only is this proposal wasting Oklahomans money, it is another utility attempt to stop
energy choice and competition for all residential customers.
PUD 21500273
Sincerely,
Donna Johnson

Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:33 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JJ Holley
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:33 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JJ Holley
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:33 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
Unlike cell phone or
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat'
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
11 Holle vv
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho. services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:34 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
Unlike cell phone or
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kerstin Henry
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:34 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers' incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
Internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
33
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Dana Murphy
KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:35 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roberta Maltos
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply©knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:41 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandE's continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandE's rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers' control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ivers
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Dana Murphy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KnowWho Services [noreply@knowwho.services]
Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:45 AM
Dana Murphy
[NEWSENDER] - Reject the OGandE plan for increased electric rates and fees - Message is
from an unknown sender

Dear 0CC Commissioner Dana Murphy,
Dear Commissioners,
Please protect Oklahoman families like mine from having to pay higher electric bills by
rejecting the plan by OGandE to double the mandatory fee that residential customers like me
must pay each month.
High mandatory fees take away customers incentive to conserve energy or install home solar
systems, and penalize those who have already done so. To make matters worse, OGandE wants to
impose a "demand charge" on residential customers, which are confusing and could lead to
major, unpredictable increases in our monthly bills. All of these changes are especially
unfair to customers who use less electricity and will see the biggest increases in their
bills.
I am also asking you to reject OGandEs continued request to penalize customers who choose to
go solar by subjecting them to high fixed charges and demand charges.
Unlike cell phone or
internet service providers, OGandE holds a monopoly on electric sales in its territory here
in Oklahoma and we have no choice but to buy electricity from them subject to whatever fees
and rates they impose. In that light, it is completely inappropriate for OGandE to impose
high mandatory fees on families that install solar panels on their own homes to reduce the
electricity they buy off the grid.
It simply doesn't make sense to have families and businesses pay more to OGandE when they use
less electricity. All Oklahomans benefit when customers reduce their energy use through
conservation or solar systems, and OGandEs rates should not be sending an "all you can eat"
signal.
I am asking you to please reject the OGandE plan to impose high mandatory fees and demand
charges on residential customers and small businesses. Taking away customers control over
their bills is unfair to all customers and especially so to customers who choose to reduce
their energy use or spend their own money to install solar panels on their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ray and Alicia Gibson
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